
Initial developments



Introduction
Grace Garden School opened in June 2021 after over six months of 
dedicated work to purchase and prepare the site, recruit our staff team, as 
well as managing a huge amount of interest from parents and local authorities 
for pupil admissions.

We completed our Ofsted registration inspection and welcomed our first 
pupil cohort on 6 June. We began with three pupils and built gradually 
through the year, so that at the close of our first year we are at capacity 
of 20 pupils. Due to the ever-growing demand for school places at Grace 
Garden School, we have recently applied to the DfE to increase our capacity 
from 20 to 35 students.

Visitors and inspectors comment on the warmth and happy engagement 
of staff and pupils. One pupil told us on their first visit that Grace Garden 
School is “like a school but happier!” There is a lively sense of collaboration, 
innovation and excitement for learning through the lens of our method 
Practical Skills Therapeutic Education. 

Education 
In our first year, we have established our new school in the beautiful 
grounds and buildings of the Cherry Orchards site. We have developed our 
curriculum in conjunction with research into the Kolisko model of braiding 
education, biodynamics and medicine to give a core focus. In addition, Ruskin 
Mill Trust’s Seven Fields of Practice have contributed further insights into 
diversity to develop an expanded version of Rudolf Steiner education.

Our curriculum and weekly timetable is devised directly out of the land, the 
seasons, our natural resources and from the insights of Rudolf Steiner. We 
are working with a team from Ruskin Mill Trust in progressing the Trust’s 
accredited Rudolf Steiner Teacher Development Training, which we plan to 
launch from September 2022.

Food production fills our kitchens for lunches and our preserving activities; 
the care of the animals forms a rhythm for responsibilities of the day; the 
yew, hazel and other wood around the site provide resources for the green 
woodwork; clay is dug from the land and wool is taken from the sheep for 
our felting, spinning, dyeing and weaving. 

Class teachers carry responsibility for the overall academic progress of the 
pupils, including English and maths, science and the areas of the independent 



school standards. Pupils are making excellent progress, particularly in their social 
and emotional learning and we have noted many successes, both large and small 
across our cohort.

Therapy
Visitors and inspectors alike perceive and comment on the therapeutic feel of the 
school. Rhythm and warmth are foundations of our timetable and our approach 
that nurtures relationships between staff, pupils, animals and learning. Therapies 
have been introduced through the school’s first year, including eurythmy, metal 
colour light, art therapy and rhythmic massage. We also have occupational 
therapy, and speech and language therapy. We are visited by Dr Frank Mulder 
each month to support our understanding of the pupils and their needs.

We are building on the essential work between education and therapies, and have 
regular provision crossover during Child Studies, as well as feedback between 
teachers and therapists.

Biodynamic progress 
Over the last year, land workers, educational staff, pupils and external volunteers 
have made an impressive transformation of the landscape and gardens, and have 
welcomed animals at the Cherry Orchards site.

New pathways have been established, vistas opened up; year-round fresh 
vegetables, fruit, flowers and herbs are now grown and delivered to the kitchen 
and our modest vegetable box scheme. We care for a diverse group of farm 
animals including chickens, sheep, goats, pigs, cows and bees. On school days the 
land is buzzing with teaching staff and children, offering many opportunities for 
land-integrated education.

In a week’s time Grace Garden School will have its first formal biodynamic 
inspection. We are very pleased that we can share the solid biodynamic 
framework that we have established over the last year and a half.
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Ruskin Mill Trust would like to thank the Catherine Grace Trust for their initial 
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further borrowing, grants and goodwill. Due to rising demand for places, the 
school is now reviewing how it can accommodate further pupils and expand.
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“The pigs are beautiful. They eat grass and 
leaves. When you approach them, they 
often squeal loudly. They get very excited 
when you shake the bucket and feed them.”
Grace Garden School pupil


